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Number Response Text 

1 Slightly earlier start time 
2 It's a great race, I DNF'd, so didn’t complete it, but the bit I did was great. Will be back when in better health to race it properly. 
3 "A few more toilets needed please Otherwise. an excellent event." 

4 No 

5 I was missing of the results initially, but this was dealt with efficiently. 

6 Website didn't show the start time of the race 

7 Bring back a few spot prizes. 

8 Strange Vet Age categories - Over 55 only for women does not reflect effort put in by older runners 

9 A certificate or some mementos (apart from having to buy a t shirt would be nice 

10 It would be good to stage a shorter run as well as the 14.2 miles. The run could be split at the bridge for a 6-7 mile route. My sister came along to watch on the 
day but would have entered a shorter run, 

11 Nice and cheap. Not every race needs to give a *free*  t-shirt away and then charge £30 for entry. Loved the WI teas and cake at the end 

12 Have an earlier drinks station, apart from that it is a fantastic event 

13 Consider extending the prize categories (more prizes and more categories) and limit prizes to one per person 

14 Email out the results to individuals 

15 Pretty well organised no need to change. 

16 It was a fabulous race and I'll definitely be back.  The marshals and the locals were so friendly and helpful, I really appreciated it.  As for the cream tea 
afterwards.....this was absolutely marvellous.  The mood of the day seemed infectious - I've never spoken to so many fellow runners who have asked if I enjoyed 
the race.  Thank you. 

17 Excellent event! Maybe swap the women's changing room with the men's so that the door doesn't open into the crowded corridor while women are changing. 

18 Fabulous, great food, friendly atmosphere! 

19 My low rating re the prizes is to do with fairness of distribution rather than quality. Most races now operate a one prize per runner system so that if say a MV45 
comes first in the race they don't end up with the 1st prize AND the 1st MV45 prize. There were also huge age bands for the prizes and most races now operate a 
five year age band system equal for men & women - at this race the prizes stopped at 55 for women but 60 for men, and there were quite a few older runners 
racing. It needn't be more expensive for the race as a whole - a bottle of wine (say£5) for each age band prize is all the recognition most runners want! Otherwise 
it’s an excellent race - thank you. 

20 It's a bit retro perhaps but it was better when even the last finisher got a time if they were over the three hour cut off. As an older runner (participant might be better 
term) I would be just outside the cut off for the full distance. Otherwise the event is well organised, the marshals are friendly and encouraging, the scenery is superb 
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and the weather has behaved for the last few years! 

21 I have ran the race for 4 years would love a little memento t-shirt, hat, cup, gloves, socks, medal. anything like that would be fantastic. 

22 Website could be updated better with pre race information. 

23 possibly something for every competitor who finished 

24 I would say that this is one of the best runs I have taken part in over the last ten years! 

25 
Lovely run, marshals and local people very friendly and event well organised.  Lovely support from the local people and enjoyed the tea and cakes at the end. 

26 Just a little worrying when cars were mixed in with the runners but not sure how you could solve this 

27 I have entered this race many times. The route is challenging but is prefect for those training for a marathon. The whole community gets involved and the catering 
arrangements and the use of the primary school are both very good and it is an excellent way of advertising the charms of the village of Dent and it is good that 
many businesses make some money from the race. Many clubs travel by bus (like ourselves) and this adds to the experience. One suggestion, could you organise 
a prize for the club that has the first 10 (or so) runners? Our club Dumfries Running Club had 16 entrants, Royton and Stadium runners had even more and it might 
encourage more club entries, even though it adds extra work for the organisers! 

28 Something for all finishes 

29 Most scenic race I've ever done - breathtaking 

30 Bottled water rather than cups preferable. 

31 Being able to get there and back by public transport 

32 More marshals required en route. 

33 I was last man in yet my time is not on the results list 

34 Just a problem with parking, we came from Kingsdale side and with 40mins to spare there was no parking that side of the village. 

35 I quite like receiving a memento for completing the event. I know there was gear available, but I feel that this should be included in the entry price as then you feel 
like it has been earned. From the organisers perspective, this should be considered as the shirts/medals ultimately promote the event. For instance, at our club, it is 
tradition to wear our goodies on the following training session and becomes a talking point of the evening. 

36 Bottles of dent brewery beer for sale as well as cups of tea in school hall. 

37 A memento (technical t-shirt for example) would be good. The cream tea was actually just a plain scone with no filling, so not really as advertised. 

38 Showers were cold - again! 
Short prize list - not many vet prizes. These days there are often a few runners over 70 male and female. 

39 There were no prizes for older runners. 

40 Would have liked a memento after race but other than that perfect 

41 Ii would be better if small bottles of water were offered at water stations...plastic cups difficult to drink from. 

42 Bottled water! 

43 the organisers definitely need some sort of race memento; t-shirt, socks etc. also at the water stations a plastic cup full of water is inadequate a proper vessel would 
make life so much easier!! 

44 Fantastic Race, really enjoyed it 
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45 Marshalls were great and lots of support especially from the younger ones on the course. 

46 nothing to note...must admit I enjoyed the run thaknx 

47 Would prefer an earlier start - 12.00? 

48 Due to illness I wasn't able to run on the day but I was happy that there was no fuss made of enabling a fellow runner to take my place...it was done with 
understanding i.e. not a problem! The only complaint from my perspective as a past runner in the event is once again the results and prize-giving time is confusing 
and doesn't always seem fair. 1. Why prizes for the first six? 2. why different age categories for vets  i.e starting from women between 35-45/45-55/55 and over and 
men from 40/50/60. From my experience the 10yr age categories tend to run from e.g. 40-49 etc.  
3. Also stopping at over 60's for men and over 55's for women eliminated a lot of much older runners (and there were many - 3xover 70's in our club at the race for 
starters i.e. 2 women and 1 man). It's just a shame the plus 60s for women and plus 70 for both sexes didn't get a look in with a prize!  It's great that money goes to 
the school and it's a great event...just let down by the lack of specific acknowledgement of the cluster of much older runners that support the event. 

49 Bit of bling would be good! Nice medal perhaps! 

50 Was overall a great experience!  Fantastic route and well organised arrangements for the event before during and after.  Would have been nice to have medal but, 
but understand that it's a fundraiser so need to focus funds on the cause rather than luxuries like that! 

51 Keep doing exactly what you are doing. 

52 The winners age range was poor for such a large race & I felt it discriminated against the women as the range ended at 55 & over as opposed to 60 for the men. 
Normally in such a large race entry it is every 5 years up to & including 80. 

53 Having a cut off time at the end this year was much better than half way round (as it was last year).  
Thanks for a great event, there aren't many like this still around and hope it continues to go from strength to strength, as well as raising funds for the school. 

54 The people at registration were great, we had pre-entered in December but never received our race numbers the lady at the entry desk was great, didn't flap and 
got us sorted really quickly.  The whole event was great. 

55 A great run in great scenery, only minor comment is that some of the marshals out on course were not too enthusiastic, but many others were great 

56 I think the catering provided is brilliant as is the support given by the local crowds throughout the race. I would much prefer this catering to a medal, of which I have 
loads, or an oversized tshirt that goes straight in the bin! 

57 I suppose I would pay a little more for a memento of some kind, great race though 

58 I wish there were more community held races like this, 10/10 

59 Thank you so much to all the volunteers. Tea was fantastic special thanks to the Dent WI 

60 No this is one of my favourite races well. Run friendly people stunning location and good challenge. 

61 The run route etc on the wall of the hall are too small! I had to go back to my car get reading glasses, read it, back to car etc. Bigger print for us old guys! I also 
struggled online to find the start time. Better website would be better. I think you could charge a little more too as it’s for the community. 

62 Finisher medal or memento or badge for cheaper option 

63 Very little else you can do. Cracking event really enjoyed it 

64 I really enjoyed it. stunning setting. very well organised 

65 A postcode for SatNav to get there, and a warning not to believe SatNav when it sends you down a 10 mile single track with gates to get out & open! Overall race 
was excellent, thanks. 

66 Drinks stations need to be more evenly spaced out 

67 Very well organised race. Excellent amount and position of water stations. Really enjoyable race. Thank you. 
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68 Just keep doing what you are doing well done. 

69 Better map on the instructions posted out to show parking - maybe better using OS map rather than a hand drawn sketch? 

70 Where the water will be 

71 Runners asked to run to the side of the road and shout car when applicable. 

72 Loved the course, amazing scenery. 

73 Brilliant race and hope it continues for many more years. Very friendly. 

74 1pm on a Saturday is perfect for me. 
Church commitments make Sundays difficult. 

75 the views and food the best and tea 

76 All seemed to go well! 

77 If you're going to advertise a cream tea, then provide a cream tea! Not a buttered scone & a sandwich, which you can get at any race. Seems churlish to complain 
when the scenery and race is so lovely, but I wanted my cream tea! 

78 Very happy with the race experience overall 

79 I won team prize so at least I had a little memento but I think a small medal or T shirt would be good for those who run a little slower as a reward .I no this costs but I 

would still enter if the entry fee was a little more to cover costs .Regardless still a great race loved it 😃👍✔️ 

80 Maybe a water station earlier on - I was fine though as had a hydration pack but noticed the first station was around 5 miles.. Might be good to have it at 4miles 
though only a minor point. All was excellent and had a great race. Thank you 

81 It was absolute chaos in the hall afterwards!! I love this event and have done it three times, but maybe it's getting too big?? 

82 Well-organised and very efficient with results at the end. Lovely atmosphere on the course. Everyone from my running club loved it. 

83 An excellent run which combines beautiful scenery with great organisation!  Many thanks for a well marshalled and brilliantly catered event! 

84 A small memento? 

85 I didn't get any moment so have no idea if there was one but it's not needed as for £12 it's a cracking race. I loved it. Scenic, hilly and a great route. 

86 Results feedback was astounding...ready before I got to the screen to see how I'd done. The whole event went smoothly and was ran very professionally 

87 Chip timing would prevent all the pushing at the start as people wouldn't be as desperate to get going once the hooter goes. 

88 Thought it was great event, fantastic route, great marshals and loads of support. I will be back. Thank you 

89 Nothing, brilliant run and day 

90 Really nice local event and a challenging but scenic course. Obvious involvement of the whole community - quite touching! 

 


